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ABSTRACT 

Although Australia is one of tire few DECO countries without 
energy effidency standards for commercial buildings, a number of 
studies have been and are being carried out in this area. An archi
tecture research unit at an Australia>J university has developed a 
draft standard for energl)-effident desigll of the building ellvelope 
that is now being put through all expert committee consensus pro
cess through Stfllldards Australia. 

Australia is unique in that it is one of the few DECO 
countries with a cooling-dominated climate. A lack of compre
hensive knowledge of the effects of ellvelope properties on the 
energy efficiency of commercial buildillgs in these climates 
necessitated the development of all Australian energl) data set. 
This was done by carrying out more titan 1,500 parametric 

INTRODUCTION 

In June 1992, the National Greenhouse Steering 
Committee (NGSC 1992), as part of the National Green
house Response Strategy, recommended that: 

1. There should be rapid completion of work on the 
development of nonresidential building energy per
formance standards. 

2. New energy labeling programs and energy perfor
mance ~tandards for commercial and industrial equip
ment should be introduced where it is technically 
feasible to do so. 

Several initiatives are being implemented to address 
these recommendations, three of which are (1) initial 
studies toward the development of a commercial build
ing energy code, (2) an industry and government initia
tive to develop a window energy rating scheme, and 
(3) the creation of an Australian data set to characterize 
building envelope performance and develop envelope 
system trade-off procedures. 

This paper deals with the third initiative listed. It 
first documents the rationale for the development of the 
building envelope data set and then presents a discus
sion of the results wiU,in the Australasian context. 

computer simulatioll YIIns for nine Australian cities using the 
DOE-2.1 building ellergy simulation program. 

Mallagemellt of solar gaill is identified as the critical fac
tor affecting the energy efficie/lCY of commercial building 
envelopes in Australiall climates, which are mostly mild and 
warm. The effect of willdow S1)stem shading coefficient 011 

£1111111£11 cooling energl) is sitown to be significantly greater 
titan the effect of thermal transmittallce of willdows and walls. 
Reduction of intemal gain is also seen to lower the allnual 
cooling energl) required. This paper will briefly presellt the 
results of the simulation studies and discuss their implications 
on e/Iergy standards for Australia alld its southeast Asiall 
neighbors. 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ENVELOPE DATA SET 

Need for an Envelope Systems 
Performance Compliance Option 

Three paths to compliance have been proposed for 
the commercial building energy code (SRCI 1993) being 
developed. These are similar to ASHRAE Standard 90.1 
and are prescriptive, system performance, and whole
building performance paths. Some non-negotiable basic 
requirements are also being proposed. The prescriptive 
requirements are found by identifying lowest life-cycle 
choices for components in four building systems, 
namely, fenestration, opaque envelope, lighting, and 
mechanical systems. The methodology is explained by 
Eley (1993) and is similar to that used for the 1992 Cali
fornia Residential Energy Standards. 

Discussion with a cross section of the building indus
try revealed that any standard being developed for Aus
tralia must necessarily be easy to understand and apply. 
A mere set of prescriptive rules for envelope design was 
considered extremely restrictive. Although there is a 
growing awareness of the benefits of detailed simulation 
studies, hourly simulation tools-which form the basis 
of whole-building performance methods-are not com
monly used for commercial building design by architects 
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or heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) sys
tem designers in Australia. A systems performance 
method based on trade-offs between components in each 
building system would therefore be the most frequently 
used compliance path in the short term, highlighting the 
importance of developing an easily applicable and user
friendly systems performance procedure. 

Benefits of a Two-Step Strategy 

Building energy standards should be dynamic docu
ments that will enable periodic adjustment of the base
line for minimum acceptable performance levels in 
response to the development and acceptance of innova
tive, energy-conserving building products. To success
fully adopt this strategy of continual upgrading, it was 
considered beneficial (Wilkenfeld et al. 1993) to decou
ple the cost-effectiveness criteria from the energy calcu
lations. Such a performance-based efficiency standard 
must have at least two components: 

1. a trade-off procedure that allows a designer to 
select different system combinations, provided 
the design meets a specified minimum perfor
mance level, and 

2. a procedure to set minimum performance (or 
stringency) levels. 

To be effective, it is imperative to have a simple, yet 
powerful trade-off procedure as the basis of the standard. 
Such a procedure should be able to predict energy use for 
a space based on material properties, internal loads, and 
climate. It would then be possible to independently set 
the minimum acceptable performance level of every sys
tem component (e.g., the shading coefficient of the fenes
tration) on any criteria, be it energy cost (with or without 
a levy for future societal costs), a specific energy perfor
mance point (e.g., maximum energy used for cooling in 
MJ / m2 'yr), or cost-effective construction based on a cho
sen economic scenario. For compliance, the energy per
formance of the proposed building envelope will have to 
equal or better the building envelope system made up of 
components with the minimum acceptable performance. 

Rationale Behind the Trade-Off Procedure 

Flexibility in facade design is of paramount impor
tance to architects, since the facade is a major contributor 
to the external appearance of a building. While prescrip
tive performance limits for roofs and floors may not 
attract much criticism (these elements are not wholly vis
ible in many commercial buildings), any attempt to pre
scribe the choice of vertical facades would certainly 
attract opposition from architects. Conversely, a trade-off 
procedure that inherently allows a high degree of flexi
bility in facade design has the potential to be quickly 
accepted by designers and architects. 
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Sander et al. (1993) have developed a simple model to 
predict heating and cooling energy based on envelope 
thermal properties using a newly created data set for 
Canada (Crawley 1992). These equations consider the 
effect of fenestration shading coefficient, fenestration 
thermal transmittance, window-to-wall ratio, internal 
gain, and thermal transmittance of the opaque facade to 
predict the heating and cooling energy required by 
building perimeter zones. (Energy use in the interior 
zones of a building are not affected by climate and there
fore do not playa part in determining the energy effi
ciency of building envelopes.) A cooperative study by 
Canadian and Australian research teams has shown the 
model to be applicable irrespective of climate, HVAC 
system configuration, and operational schedules (Cor
nick et al. 1995). 

Development of the Simulation Data Base 
A data base was developed for nine Australian loca

tions based on a similar methodology. The results were 
used to develop a simple and effective systems perfor
mance trade-off procedure for the building envelope. In 
March 1994, the Australian research unit submitted its 
findings (Prasad et al. 1994). Equations to predict the 
heating and cooling loads for perimeter zones facing car
dinal orientations in nine locations were developed and 
reported. These equations were used to form the basis of 
a trade-off procedure as described, and a proposed stan
dard for the envelope systems performance option was 
drafted along with examples and worksheets. Designers 
were given prescriptive values for the thermal transmit
tance for roofs and floors but were allowed the freedom 
to select an appropriate combination of window-to-wall 
ratio, fenestration shading coefficient (with overhang 
credits), fenestration thermal transmittance, and thermal 
transmittance of the opaque facade, provided the design 
equaled or exceeded the thermal performance of a speci
fied envelope configuration. 

One-hundred and forty-four DOE-2 simulation runs 
were carried out for each location to develop the data 
base from which the equations were developed. The 
middle floor of a three-story building, with one interior 
zone and four perimeter zones oriented in the cardinal 
directions, was used for the study. Similar building 
models in a single-story configuration have been used in 
previous studies (PNL 1983; BSG 1986; Wilcox 1991). 

Each zone was modeled with its own packaged sin
gle-zone HVAC system equipped with an enthalpy
controlled economizer to enable energy analysis on a 
zone-by-zone basis. A gas-fired furnace provided heat
ing. The heating input ratio for the gas furnace and the 
energy input ratio for the cooling compressor were set to 
unity for the simulation runs so that heating and cooling 
efficiency could be accounted for separately. 

The locations include all the state and territory capi
tals and thus account for a large portion of the commer-
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cial building activity in the country. Together these 
locations cover all the major climate types in Australia, 
except for the few Snowy Mountain locations for which 
complete weather data are not yet available. Table 1lists 
climatic details of the locations modeled. 

Comparing the climatic parameters of Australian 
locations with locations in the United States, Canada, and 
southeastern Asia (see Table 2) yields some useful obser
vations. Only Canberra and Hobart have more than 1,667 
heating degree-days (HDD) 18 (3,000 HDD65), the mini
mum at which mandatory insulation is required for an 
unheated floor slab and walls below grade as per 
ASHRAE Standard 90.1-1989. On the other hand, not a 
single U.S. location listed in Appendix C of ASHRAE 
Standard 90.1-1989 has anywhere near the 3,450 CDD18 
(6,210 CDD65) of Darwin, with the highest being Hono
lulu, located outside the continental U.S., with 2,306 

Table 1 Climate Indicators tor Locallons Used to 
Develop the Australian Dataset 

VSNI LaH-
Locallon HHDl8 CDDl8 VSS tude 

Auslralla 
Adelaide, Soulh Auslralla 1007 584 
Alice Springs, Northern Terrilory 618 1668 
Brisbane, Queensland 232 1228 
Canberra, Auslrallan Capllal 2160 241 

Terrilory 
Darwin, Northern Territory 0 3450 
Hobart, Tasmania 2062 37 
Melbourne, Vlcloria 1423 244 
Perth, Weslern Auslralia 665 811 
Sydney, New Soulh Wales 743 556 

11.8 34.9 S 
12.6 23.8S 
11.0 27.5S 
12.0 35.3S 

10.4 12.4 S 
10.5 42.9S 
9.9 37.8S 

11.6 31.9S 
11.1 33.5S 

HOOIS - Heating-Degree-Day lS"C 
CDOl8 :: Cooling-Degree-Day 18°C 
VSNNSS = Averoge annual solar Irradiation, MJ/m2.day, Incident on a 

vertical surface oriented faCing the sun, I.e" North (In South
ern HemIsphere) or South (In Northern HemIsphere 

Table 2 Climate Indicators tor Locallons In 
USA, Canada, and Southeast Asia 

Location 
VSNI laH

HHDl8 CDDl8 VSS tude 

USA 
McGarth, Alaska 
Honolulu, Hawaii 

Canada 
Yellowknife, North Weslern 

Territories 
WIndsor, Ontario 
Toronto, Ontario 

Southeasl Asia 
Bangkok. thailand 
Kuala Lampur, Malaysia 
HOOIS = Heatlng-Degree-Day 18°C 
COO 18 = Coollng-Degree-Day 18°C 

8260 1 9.6 -68 N 
o 2306 10.6 21 N 

8600 26 

3687 273 
4218 224 

o 3652 
o 3495 

62.5N 

42.3N 
8.3 43.7 N 

10.4 13.7 N 
2.6 3.1 N 

VSNNSS = Average annual solor Irradlaflon, MJ/m2, day, Incident on a 
vertical surface orIented facIng the sun, I.e .. North (In South
ern Hemisphere) or South (In Northern HemIsphere 
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CD0l8 (4,150 CDD65). Table 2 gives the hottest and cold
est climates listed in Appendix C of ASHRAE Standard 
90.1-1989. Similar conclusions can be drawn by examin
ing the 25 Canadian locations used for developing the 
energy data base for the new building energy code 
«'>JRCC 1995). Table 2 lists parameters for an extreme cli
mate (Yellowknife) and two other locations in Canada. 

In sharp contrast, the Australian locations listed in 
Table 1 require much less heating, and the dominant 
energy use in most locations is for cooling. Similar con
clusions are also applicable to many southeast Asian 
locations, two of which are listed in Table 2, 

Brief Description of Envelope Parameters 
and Predictor Equations 

The model to predict energy use for heating and coal
ing in building perimeter zones uses the three parame
ters given here, The formulation of the three parameters 
that account for (nonsolar) transmission heat lass or gain 
through the envelope (U), solar gains (V), and internal 
loads (W) are described by Crawley (1992): 

facade thermal transmittance, W 1m2, K, 

U = [AwxUw+AgxUglIA,; 

solar aperture, dimensionless, 

(1) 

Ag 
V = -xSC' 

At g' 
(2) 

internal gain parameter, W 1m2, 

AI 
W=lxi\; , (3) 

where 

I 

= opaque facade wall area (m2); 

= fenestration system area (inclusive of frame 
area, etc.) (m2); 

= gross wall area, opaque plus fenestration (m2); 

= floor area associated with perimeter, approxi-
mately 5 m (16.4 ft) deep (m2); 

= opaque facade wall U-factor (W Im2'K); 
= fenestration system U-factor (W 1m2 . K); 
= fenestration system shading coefficient, dimen-

sionless, where shading coefficient is defined as 
the ratio of the solar heat gain of the fenestration 
system to that of a standard reference window of 
single-pane double-strength glass, irradiated in 
the same way and under the same environmen-
tal conditions; 

= design heat ~ain from lights, people, and equip
ment (W 1m of perimeter floor area). 

Heating is estimated by predicting the seasonal heat
ing requirement (Hoo) of a perimeter space without con
sidering solar and internal gains. Factors for solar gain 
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(SGRF) and internal heat generation (IGRF) are then 
used to estimate the reduced heating requirement. Cool
ing is estimated as two parts-the base cooling load (Co) 
due to solar gain and internal load, plus a correction 
term (i\C) accounting for envelope losses or gains. Thus, 

Qhea'illg = Hoo If( U) 1 x SGRF If( V) 1 
(4) 

x IGRF If( W) 1 

and 

Qeooling = Co If( V, W) 1 + i\C If( U) 1 . (5) 

The functions of V, W, and U in Equations 4 and 5 use lo
cation- and orientation-specific constants that are derived 
from the simulation data base created from multiple 
DOE-2 runs where each parameter is varied over a speci
fied range while the other two are held constant. Cornick 
and Sander (1993) discuss the derivation of the energy 
predictor equations in detail, and the brief description 
presented is only in the interest of completeness. 

RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR WARM CLIMATES 

This section presents some of the simulation results 
that were generated and analyzes the implications for 
building efficiency codes developed for warm and hot 
locations. 

Large Cooling Energy Needs 
vs. Small Healing Energy Needs 

Unless otherwise mentioned, the following apply to 
Figure 1 and all following figures. 

'" ~ 
~ 
:;; 
m c 

1. A COP of 3 for cooling and a gas furnace effi
ciency of 0.8 have been included in the annual 
cooling and heating energy numbers displayed. 

2. Annual cooling and heating energy in MJ I 
m2·yr are based on the floor area associated 
with the perimeter zone in question. 

1000 

600 

600 

-----
~rooIing. canbefra 
___ cooling· sydney 

g% 
~ E 

oWl 

....-coolog· darwin 

-o-heallng- canberra 

~" 200 
P' 

--a- heating· sydney 

--lz-heating. darWin 

1: 0 
m c 02 0 .• 0 .• 

'8 ·200 
() 

.400 .----------------
solar aperture, V 

Figure' Solar aperture, \I, vs. cooling and heating 
energy for east-oriented perimeter zones at three 
Australian cities; 1=30.4 W/rn'l, u = 2.3 W/ffi2.K. 
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3. The total internal heat gain (1) from lighting, 
equipment, and people is 3004 W 1m2 (2.8 W Ift2) 
based on the floor area associated with the 
perimeter zone in question. Note that 1 is differ
ent from the internal gain parameter W, which is 
relative to the vertical facade area. 

4. All figures are based on results of the actual 
DOE-2 runs, not on derived results from the 
energy predictor equations (Equations 4 and 5). 

Figure 1 shows the variation of the annual heating and 
cooling energy needs with solar aperture, V, for east-fac
ing perimeter zones in Canberra, Darwin, and Sydney. 
Cooling energy is shown along the positive y-axis, while 
heating energy is shown as negative. 

Two observations can be immediately made from 
Figure 1 for each location. First, the annual cooling 
energy required increases linearly (at constant Wand U) 
with increasing solar aperture, V. Second, the annual 
heating energy required decreases nonlinearly with 
increasing solar aperture. Both these effects are physi
cally consistent, i.e., increased solar gain (due to 
increased fenestration area or use of glazing with higher 
shading coefficient) results in greater cooling energy 
needed in summer and less heating energy required in 
winter as the useful fraction of solar gain offsets the 
heating energy requirement. 

Similar curves are seen for the other cardinal orienta
tions, as shown in Figure 2, for Sydney. The zone ori
ented away from direct sun (south zone in the Southern 
Hemisphere) has a predictably different response, with 
lower cooling and higher heating requirements com
pared to the north-, east-, and west-facing zones. 

Commercial buildings in Australia tend to have large 
amounts of glass on their facades. Even suburban office 
buildings are generally designed as "a slice of a CBD 
building in a landscaped site" (Thomas et aJ. 1994) (CBD 
[central business district] buildings are a general refer
ence to multi-story glass facade buildings common in 
city centers). Consider two possible building configura
tions represented by V = 0.2 and V = 004. Since solar aper-

1: 
m 
c g 
() 

5OOr-------------~ 

-200 .. - •... -.--.--.-.--------.---__ ~ 

solar aperture, Y 

--+- Norlh· Cooling 

___ East· cooling 

-.-South - cooling 

-"-West - cooling 

--+-North· heating 

-0- East· heating 

-6-South· heating 

-&-West - heating 

Figure 2 Safar aperture, \I, vs. cooling and heating 
energy for perimeter zones at Sydney; I = 30.4 
W/ffi2, U = 2.3 W/ffi2.K. 
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Table 3 Example Commercial Building Configurations 

Solar Aperture, V 0.2 0.4 

WWR 0.80 0.60 

SC 0.25 0.67 

ture (V) is the product of the window-to-wall ratio 
(WWR) and the shading coefficient (SC) of the fenestra
tion system, two example combinations for these param
eters are given in Table 3. The first combination is typical 
of an almost all-glass-facade building with reflective 
glazing (e.g., bronze), while the second configuration has 
a shading coefficient/fenestration area combination typi
cal of office buildings fitted with tinted glazing. 

The perimeter zones of the building in Sydney (see 
Figure 1) require about three times as much energy for 
cooling when compared to the energy for heating, for V 
= 0.2 in the north-, east-, and west-facing zones, and this 
ratio rises to almost 11 for V = 0.4. Even in the south 
zone, oriented away from direct sun, cooling needs are 
greater than heating for typical values of solar aperture, 
e.g., V > 0.2. Note that Sydney requires more heating 
(has more HOD) and less cooling (has less COD) than 
Alice Springs, Brisbane, and Perth (from Table 1). Thus 
the ratio of annual cooling to heating energy in all of 
these locations is higher than that of Sydney. Buildings 
in Darwin have enormous cooling loads and require no 
heating. 

The building in Canberra is seen to have higher heat
ing energy needs as compared to cooling (Figure 1). This 
is particularly so in the south orientation (in the South
ern Hemisphere), which does not receive direct solar 
access (not shown). 1n the other orientations, there is 
only a marginal difference between the total heating and 
cooling needs. Of the nine Australian locations mod
eled, Hobart always requires more heating than cooling, 
Melbourne has slightly more heating, while Adelaide 
has marginally greater cooling energy requirements. 

The focus of this study is on the unique results for 
the warmer locations, and results for Canberra are used 
only to highlight this distinction. Note that although the 

1000,0 

;. • 8000 
0 ~ Canberra - cooling 
0 

:;; 600.0 
___ Sydney. cooling 

~ -6- DatWin - coo!lfI9 0 
"'!;. 400.0 -o-canoofla -hooting .. 
ON 
~ E -a-- Sydney - heating 
~" 200.0 
~" --lJ- DalWin - heating 

:;; 00 
m 

20.0 .0 0 0 

" -200.0 
0 
0 

-400.0 "------------' 

Intemalload I, W/m2 

FIgure 3 Internal load, I, VS. cooling and heating 
energy for east-oriented perimeter zones at three 
Australian cities; V = 0.4, U = 2.3 W/rril·K. 
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C0018 for Canberra are similar to those for Toronto (see 
Table 1), the HOD18 are about half, highlighting the fact 
that even Australia's coldest major city cannot be classi
fied as a really cold climate. 

.he Marginal Benefit of Facade 
Thermal Transmittance 

Equations 1 through 3 suggest there are three param
eters that can be varied in an effort to improve the enve
lope energy efficiency of a building: 

;. 
2' • 0 • :;; 
~ 
0 

L Controlling solar gain into the building by 
changing the solar aperture parameter, V. This 
can be done by varying either the WWR (feasi
ble at a conceptual design stage) or the choice of 
fenestration, i.e., select a fenestration system 
with an appropriate shading coefficient. Figure 
1 shows linearly increasing cooling loads and a 
nonlinear decrease in heating load with increas
ing solar aperture. 1n warmer climates, where 
the energy required for cooling is significantly 
higher than the energy required for heating, the 
priority is clearly to reduce the energy required 
for cooling, i.e., to reduce solar aperture. 

2. Controlling internal heat generation by choos
ing to install efficient electric lighting systems, 
promoting the use of energy-efficient equip
ment, etc. Figure 3 is a plot showing the effects 
of increasing intemalloads for exactly the same 
building configurations as Figure 1; the y-axis 
scale for MJ/m2'yr is also identical. The data 
points for I = 30.4 W / m2 (2.8 W / ftl) represent 
the building configuration for V = 0.4 shown in 
Figure 1. The relationships are similar to those 
in Figure 1, i.e., linearly increasing cooling loads 
and nonlinearly decreasing heating loads with 
increasing internal loads, although the depen
dencies seem to be not as strong as for solar 
aperture. Again, the total cooling to heating 
energy ratio is informative. Even with no inter-

1000 

600 ----- Canbafra - cooling 

600 • • • • • • - Sy&:.&.J -cooling .. iN 
~ E 

400 
"""-0arwIn -GOO!~ 
-o-Canbefra· heating • ~" 200 • • • • • ;" • • • • • • 1: 0 

-a-Sydney • healing 

-I:r- Daswin· heating 

m 2 0 ·200 

" .. _ .. -_ .. __ ._-._._._---j 0 
·400 0 

vertical facade U-value, W/m2-K 

FIgure 4 Facade thermal transmittance, U, VS. cooling 
and heating energy for east-oriented perimeter zones 
at three Australian clf/es; V = 0.4, 1=30.4 W/rril. 
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nalloads at I = 0 W 1m2 (0 Wife), the annual 
cooling energy needed is 3.4 times the heating 
energy needed for Sydney. 

3. Decreasing the thermal transmittance (it is not 
usual to increase thermal transmittance) of the 
vertical facade, either by adding insulation to 
the opaque walls or by the use of double glaz
ing, thermally broken frames, etc. This option is 
shown in Figure 4. In keeping with Figures 3 
and 4, the y-axis scale has been kept constant to 
allow intuitive visual comparisons. The data 
points for U = 2.3 W 1m2• K are the same as for V 
= 0.4 in Figure 1 and I = 30.4 W 1m2 (2.8 W Ift2) 
in Figure 3. 

The most striking observation that can be made from 
the results shown in Figure 4 is the change in the direc
tion of the slope of the lines. Canberra and Sydney show 
slightly increased cooling energy needs as the thermal 
transmittance of the vertical facade is reduced. The 
results for Darwin follow conventional wisdom, and a 
reduction of facade thermal transmittance does indeed 
show a small reduction of annual cooling energy. Cool
ing is again seen to be linearly dependent on facade 
thermal transmittance (although the dependency is very 
small), while heating is nonlinear. To get some quantita
tive feel for the relationships shown in Figures 1, 3, and 
4, it is useful to compute the change required to the vari
able on the x-axis of each these figures to effect a reduc
tibn of 1 MJ/m2'yr (.09 kBtu/ft2 .yr) in annual cooling 
energy. These are listed for Sydney in Table 4. 

Although these quantities do not have identical units 
and are not strictly comparable, the information in Table 
4 allows some important qualitative judgments to be 
made. A reduction of 1 part in 390 of the solar aperture, 
V; drops the energy needed for cooling as much as 1 part 
in 2.75 for internal gain, 1. In contrast, "bettering" the 
facade by decreasing its thermal transmittance by 1 part 
in about 10 increases the cooling energy required by the 
same amount. 

Table 4 Reduction In Parameter Required to Reduce 
Cooling Energy by 1 MJ/m2• yr; Sydney. East Ortentatlon 

Parameter 

Solar aperture, V 
Internal load. I 

Facade Thermal Transmittance, U 

Change 
Required 

0.0026 

0.3634 

-DJ:fI57 

Units 

ratio 
0Nlm2-; 
0Nlm2 .K) 

ImplicatIons for Commercial BuildIng Envelope 
Energy-EfficIency Standards in Warm Climates 

This discussion leads to some interesting inferences. 
In warm, temperate, and hot locations (five of the nine 
Australian locations selected), energy required for cool
ing is many times more than that required for heating in 
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typical multilevel commercial office buildings. Chang
ing the solar aperture (i.e., window-to-wall ratio and lor 
fenestration system shading coefficient) offers the great
est potential for reducing annual cooling energy, fol
lowed by a reduction of the building's internal loads. 

On the other hand, reducing the vertical facade's 
thermal transmittance in such climates can increase the 
annual cooling energy required, albeit by a very small 
amount. This is probably due to small temperature dif
ferentials between the ambient and cooled spaces and 
internally driven buildings (although a fairly conserva
tive total internal load of 30 W 1m2 (2.8 W Ift2) was used 
to demonstrate these findings). Such buildings store 
heat during the day and tend to cool down at night 
when the plant is shut down, the building is unoccu
pied, and night temperatures fall below the cooling set
point. Adding insulation to the facade restricts this "free 
cooling" cycle, resulting in slightly increased cooling 
energy. 

Only in extremely hot climates, such as Darwin, does 
adding insulation to the vertical facade result in a mar
ginal reduction of cooling energy. This is probably due 
to ambient temperatures being higher than the cooling 
thermostat setpoint, even at night. There is mainly heat 
gain into the building at most times and little opportu
nity for "free cooling." Additional insulation in the ver
tical facade will marginally reduce the small proportion 
of conductive heat gain into the building. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Selection of fenestration systems for commercial of
fice buildings in warm climates similar to many locations 
in Australia assumes critical importance and should be 
addressed explicitly by energy-efficiency codes and stan
dards applicable to warm and hot locations. 

Second, energy efficiency of commercial office build
ings in warm climates is not a strong function of facade 
thermal transmittance. Therefore, simple OTTV (overall 
thermal transmittance value) type calculation proce
dures would be considered inappropriate as a basis for 
energy-efficient building envelope standards in Austra
lia. Originally developed for cold climates, such proce
dures place a great deal of importance on limiting 
envelope thermal transmittance values. In warmer cli
mates, as adapted for the Southeast Asian nations, the 
shading coefficient term is by far the most significant in 
the OTTV equation. In such climates, comparable to 
warm Australian locations (see Tables 1 and 2), these 
standards become "implicit shading coefficient stan
dards" (Koldrup and Eley 1992). 

Envelope trade-off procedures for such locations 
could be at once simplified and offer a significantly higher 
level of design flexibility by adopting explicit trade-offs 
between the fenestration shading coefficient (or solar heat 
gain coefficient) and window-to-wall ratios. The proce-
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dure described in this paper can be used as a basis for 
developing such trade-offs. 
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